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1 On the origin of the low temperatures resistivity minimum in Cr thin films

2 E. Osquiguil, L. Tosi, E. E. Kaul, and C. A. Balseiro
3 Centro At�omico Bariloche and Instituto Balseiro, Comisi�on Nacional de Energ�ıa At�omica, 8400 Bariloche,
4 Argentina

5 (Received 20 August 2013; accepted 26 November 2013; published online xx xx xxxx)

6 We present measurements of the electrical resistivity and Hall coefficient, q and RH, in Cr films of
7 different thicknesses grown on MgO (100) substrates, as a function of temperature T and applied
8 magnetic field H. The results show a low temperature minimum in q(T), which is thickness
9 dependent. From 40 K to 2 K, the Hall coefficient is a monotonous increasing function as T is

10 reduced with no particular signature at the temperature Tmin where the minimum develops. We
11 explain the resistivity minimum assuming an imperfect nesting of the Fermi surface leading to
12 small electron and hole pockets. We introduce a phenomenological model which supports this
13 simple physical picture. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4846757]

14 I. INTRODUCTION

15 Chromium metal is the only simple metal showing itin-
16 erant antiferromagnetism at room temperature. After the
17 seminal works by Overhauser in the early 1960s,1 Cr has
18 been recognized as the paradigmatic case of density waves
19 instabilities, a macroscopic manifestation of collective quan-
20 tum states of the charged electrons in metals.
21 The stability and structure of the spin density wave
22 (SDW) state in metals depends crucially on the nesting prop-
23 erties of the Fermi surface (FS). SDW states occur when the
24 FS of the interacting electrons present large parallel regions
25 spanned by a nesting wave vector Q. The condensation of a
26 SDW, a broken symmetry state with long range magnetic
27 correlations modulated by the wave vector Q, is accompa-
28 nied by the destruction of part of the FS or, for good nesting
29 or large enough SDW amplitudes, the development of a
30 semiconductor gap in the spectrum. Consequently, the trans-
31 port properties are sensitive to the occurrence of the SDW
32 showing either an increase of the resistivity q(T) and changes
33 in the Hall resistance at the transition temperature TN or a
34 real metal-insulator transition for good FS nesting.
35 In Cr single crystals, the SDW is characterized by wave
36 vectors Q6 ¼ ð2p=aCrÞð16dÞ along the h100i directions,
37 aCr¼ 2.88 Å is the lattice parameter of the Cr bcc unit cell at
38 room temperature, and d is the deviation from commensur-
39 ability. The resistivity q(T) shows an increase at the transi-
40 tion temperature TN¼ 311 K, an effect that together with the
41 behaviour of the Hall resistance suggests the partial destruc-
42 tion of the FS at the onset of the SDW leading to the
43 formation of small electron and hole pockets.2 Notably, in
44 dirty samples, a low temperature minimum is observed in
45 q(T). The first systematic studies of the resistivity minimum
46 in the incommensurate-SDW phase of Cr were done by
47 Semenenko.3 In these studies, it was shown that in several
48 Cr samples with different unknown levels of impurities, the
49 temperature of the minimum in q(T) increased rather sharply
50 as the residual resistivity of the sample increased. It was then
51 found that bulk Cr samples with small amounts of Fe
52 produced not only a minimum in q(T) but also changed the
53 N�eel temperature and the resistivity behavior below it.4,5

54Triggered by these works, Arajs and coworkers extended the
55study of the resistivity behavior at low temperatures of bi-
56nary Cr alloys with small and varying atomic quantities of
57different solutes6,7 such as Fe, Ni, Co, Mn, Ge, and Si.
58Although the minimum in q(T) was observed in all but Mn
59alloys, an interpretation in terms of a Kondo-like scattering
60of the conduction electrons could not account for their data,
61in particular, the disagreement observed for the solute con-
62centration dependence of the minimum temperature and the
63lack of Curie-Weiss paramagnetic response in the SDW
64state.
65The disagreement of these and other experimental
66results in Cr binary and ternary alloys with the Kondo model
67led Volkov and Tugushev to introduce a theoretical model
68Resonant Impurity Scattering(RIS) based on the formation
69of local impurity states in systems with a SDW ground
70state.8–11 They predicted that under certain conditions, non-
71magnetic impurities may generate spin-polarized states
72within the SDW gap. The interaction of electrons with these
73localized states could produce an increasing resistivity when
74lowering T, which combined with the electron-phonon tem-
75perature dependence for the scattering time may give rise to
76a minimum in q(T). The model also predicts a negative mag-
77netoresistance AQ1at low temperatures. It has been speculated
78that within this scenario, a wealth of experimental data in Cr
79binary and/or ternary alloys with varying solute concentra-
80tions may be explained.12

81During the last decade, the advances in spintronics
82renewed the interest in Cr base materials including superlat-
83tices and thin films.13–20 The resistivity minimum has also
84been observed in Cr thin films prepared by different growing
85methods.21 In thin films, the three crystallographic directions
86become non-equivalent as the film thickness decreases and
87the wave vector Q orients perpendicular to the film surface.
88The critical temperature TN decreases, and the SDW are
89transverse, with the spin perpendicular to the wave vector Q,
90down to the lowest studied temperatures. Boundary condi-
91tions at the film surfaces leads to the quantization of the
92wave vector Q, giving rise to very interesting
93phenomena.22–24 In these films, the residual resistivity is in
94general quite large, increasing as the film thickness decreases
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95 due to crystallographic defects induced at the sample sub-
96 strate interface. Despite of the different nature of the defects
97 in films and in impurity-doped crystals, and due to the lack
98 of a universal—independent of the defect nature—theory,
99 the RIS model has been recently used to analyse the mini-

100 mum in q(T) observed in some films.
101 In this paper, we explore the low temperature and mag-
102 netic field dependence of the transport properties of Cr films.
103 We present a systematic study of samples of different thick-
104 nesses prepared following the same procedure. We show that
105 the observed resistivity minimum can be explained using a
106 general model that does not rely on the specific nature of the
107 defects. We argue that it suffices to assume an imperfect
108 nesting of the hole and electron sheets of the FS and a gen-
109 eral electron-phonon scattering to account for our experi-
110 mental results: the minima in q(T). We also discuss its
111 evolution with magnetic field, and the positive magnetore-
112 sistance. We argue that the same mechanism can also explain
113 the low temperature resistivity of other systems containing
114 spin or charge density waves.

115 II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

116 A. The samples

117 Cr thin films were grown on MgO (100) substrates using
118 DC Magnetron Sputtering in a similar way as that reported
119 by Kummamuru et al.22 using a unique 99.99% pure Cr tar-
120 get. The films, with thicknesses between 10 nm and 350 nm,
121 were characterized by x-ray diffraction showing rocking
122 curves that have an angular dispersion at FWHM around the
123 [002] peak of 0.58, indicating a preferred orientation in the
124 (100) direction. Results from AFM scans show a mean sur-
125 face roughness of about 2 nm, which is the third part of the
126 SDW wavelength KSDW at low temperatures. The samples
127 were patterned in a six terminal configuration bar of 2 mm
128 long and 140 lm wide using photolithography and chemical
129 etching. The resistance was measured using a dc current of
130 10 lA as a function of T in steps of 0.5 K: between 20 K and
131 320 K in a commercial cryo-cooler and between 2 K and
132 40 K in an Oxford 18 T Teslatron. Hall measurements
133 between 2 K and 40 K were performed in an Oxford 18 T
134 Teslatron system following the field inversion method.

135 B. The low temperature resistivity

136 In the upper panel of Fig. 1, we show the resistivity q(T)
137 for films with different thicknesses at zero magnetic field. As
138 can be seen, the resistivity increases as the film thickness is
139 reduced. In order to quantify this, in the inset, we show
140 q(4 K) as a function of L. Unlike the results of Ref. 21, all
141 samples were prepared following the same procedure and
142 with the same Cr target. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
143 that the type of defects and impurities are the same in all
144 films. Those defects are structural defects mainly due to, or
145 generated by, the mismatch between the lattice constant of
146 Cr and MgO substrate. However, as it is well known, the
147 relative importance of such defects to determine the residual
148 resistivity increases as the film thickness is decreased. An
149 important feature of the results in Fig. 1 upper panel that

150cannot be observed due to the scale is the existence of a min-
151imum in q(T) at low temperatures for all measured samples.
152This is shown in Fig. 1 lower panel for the thinnest film
153(L¼ 10 nm). The figure also shows the behaviour of the Hall
154coefficient RH(T) measured at H¼ 12 T in the same tempera-
155ture window where the minimum displays. Two interesting
156features should be noted: (i) the amplitude of the minimum
157defined as q(4 K) – q(Tmin) is two orders of magnitude
158smaller than q(Tmin), and (ii) the Hall coefficient is a monot-
159onous decreasing function of temperature, showing no sign
160of the minimum displayed by q(T). Both features are shared
161by all measured films.
162The low temperature resistivity for films of different
163thicknesses is shown in Fig. 2. In order to compare the differ-
164ent curves, the residual resistivity q0 of each sample has
165been subtracted. As can be observed, the minimum shifts to
166lower temperatures and its amplitude decreases as the film
167thickness increases. The continuous lines are fittings using
168the expression qðTÞ ¼ q0ð1þ AT3Þ=ð1þ BT2Þ as discussed
169below.
170In the upper panel of Fig. 3, we plot the temperature at
171which the minimum in q(T) occurs as a function of the film
172thickness L. The solid line in the main panel is a guide to the
173eye. Notably, Tmin increases sharply as L is reduced. In the
174inset, we show that this increase follows a power law.
175Although we do not have an explanation for this particular
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FIG. 1. (a) Resistivity of the films as a function of temperature for different

thicknesses L. The label near each curve corresponds to the thickness

expressed in nm. The inset shows the resistivity at 4 K as a function of L. (b)

Resistivity q(T) at H¼ 0 and Hall coefficient RH(T) for the 10 nm thick film

at H¼ 12 T.
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176 thickness dependence, what is interesting to note is that an
177 increase in the residual resistivity q(4 K) is accompanied by
178 an increase in the temperature where the minimum occurs.
179 This is clearly observed in a plot like that shown in the lower
180 panel of Fig. 3. If we interpret q(4 K) as a measure of the dis-
181 order present in each film, then an increase in the film’s

182structural disorder shifts resistivity minimum to higher tem-
183peratures and increases the residual resistivity shifting the
184q(T) curves to higher values. These data display a similar
185behavior as those shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 3. We believe that
186this is not a fortuitous coincidence but a clear sign that the
187origin of the resistivity minima in Cr samples with small
188amounts of non-magnetic impurities is more universal than
189previously thought,8 and that it should have an explanation
190independent of the type of impurity that is added to Cr.

191C. The magnetoresistance

192A new insight on the minima’s origin may be obtained
193by looking on the effects of applying a magnetic field H to
194the films. We present the results for a 10 nm thick film,
195measurements performed in a film one order of magnitude
196thicker show similar behaviors. First we note that, within ex-
197perimental error, no longitudinal magnetoresistance was
198observed for fields parallel to the films. For transverse fields
199two new features appear: (i) a positive magnetoresistance for
200temperatures above and below Tmin which follows an H2

201behavior up to �12 T with a tendency to saturation at higher
202magnetic fields as seen in Fig. 4 upper panel, and (ii)
203although the amplitude of the minimum Dq¼ q(Tmin)
204– q(2 K) is reduced by approximately 80% the minimum is
205not suppressed by fields up to 16 T, as clearly illustrated in
206Fig. 4 lower panel. Both results points against an interpreta-
207tion of the minima as due to the existence of magnetic
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FIG. 2. Low temperature resistivity difference q(T) – q0 for films of differ-

ent thicknesses L. The curves correspond to films of L¼ 10, 40, 75, 110, and

350 nm from bottom to top. The inset shows the normalized parameters A
and B used in the fitting (see text).

FIG. 3. (a) Temperature at which the resistivity is minimum Tmin as a func-

tion of film thickness. The solid line is a guide to the eye. The inset shows

that Tmin(L) follows a power law (see text). (b) Temperature of the minimum

resistivity as a function of the residual resistivity. The solid line is a guide to

the eye.

FIG. 4. (a) Magnetoresistance for two temperatures (5 K squares, 35 K

circles), as a function of the square of the applied magnetic field. The solid

line is a guide to the eye. (b) Resistivity minimum for the 10 nm thick film

for increasing applied magnetic fields. In order to appreciate the whole vari-

ation of q(T, H), we have subtracted the value q(2 K) in each curve.
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208 impurities giving rise to a Kondo-like or RIS mechanism.
209 We elaborate more on this point in Secs. III and IV.AQ2

210 D. Discussion of the experimental results

211 There are two main effects that may generate a mini-
212 mum in q(T): a reduction of the carrier density n as T is
213 reduced, or the appearance of a new scattering mechanism
214 with a characteristic energy scale of the order of kBTmin. In
215 simple metals, n hardly changes with T, and therefore, if a
216 minimum is observed in q(T), it is probably due to a scatter-
217 ing process that turns on at or near the temperature of the
218 minimum. This is in fact the case of the Kondo effect25,26

219 and, as mentioned above, of the RIS model developed to
220 explain the minima in q(T) of different Cr samples.21 As for
221 the Kondo effect, a negative magnetoresistance is also
222 expected in the RIS model.8

223 In what follows we give a plausibility argument suggest-
224 ing that the possibility of having a new scattering mechanism
225 responsible of the minimum in q(T) of Cr may be ruled out
226 whatever the origin of this new process might be.
227 In a simple one band metal, the ratio between the resis-
228 tivity and the Hall coefficient r¼q(T)/RH is a quantity that
229 depends on the relaxation time s(T) and is independent on
230 the carrier density n, i.e., r / 1=sðTÞ. In such a metal, it is
231 expected that if a new scattering (ns) mechanism turns on, or
232 becomes relevant, at a certain temperature Tns, r should
233 increase when the temperature drops below Tns. Indeed,
234 because of Matthiessen’s rule, the effective relaxation rate
235 becomes 1=sef f ðTÞ ¼ 1=sðTÞ þ 1=snsðTÞ, and the resistivity
236 should grow below Tns. The same type of argument can be
237 applied to a compensated two band metal, as is the case with
238 Cr. It is easy to show that r(T) again is a function solely of
239 the electron and hole effective masses, and the electron and
240 hole relaxation times, but is independent of the carrier den-
241 sity n¼ nh¼ ne. Moreover, even if ne6¼nh with a temperature
242 independent ratio ne/nh, the same argument holds.27

243 Therefore, in all these cases, a reduction of either the hole sh

244 or electron se scattering time (or both), due to the develop-
245 ment of a new scattering process at a certain temperature,
246 will give rise to an increase of the ratio r(T).
247 In panel (a) of Fig. 5, we show the Hall coefficient for a
248 10 nm thick film in the temperature window where the mini-
249 mum in q(T) displays, measured at different magnetic fields.
250 The first characteristic we may see is that, as anticipated in
251 the lower panel of Fig. 1, the temperature dependence of RH

252 has no particular feature at Tmin. The second result is that the
253 Hall coefficient is not linear in H in this temperature window

254(RH(H) is linear in H at 150 K and 310 K). Non-linearities in
255RH(H) at 4.2 K have also been observed in some dilute Ti
256alloys whose resistivity show a minimum at low tempera-
257tures.28 In our case, RH(H) decreases monotonously with
258increasing temperature.
259In panel (b) of Fig. 5, we plot the ratio r as a function of
260temperature. Note that for the purpose of showing its temper-
261ature dependence, it is irrelevant to plot q(T)/RH(T) or
262R(T)/RH(T). Each resistance curve has been measured at the
263same magnetic field as the Hall coefficient.
264As can be easily seen, r is a smooth increasing function
265of T with no trace of the minimum observed in q(T) in the
266whole temperature range. This result, based on the plausibil-
267ity argument presented above, also indicates that the minima
268in q(T) may not be due to the appearance of a new scattering
269mechanism. Altogether these results are consistent with a
270change in the carrier density as the temperature is varied at
271low temperatures, an effect that should be expected in sys-
272tems with small and temperature dependent electron and
273hole pockets.
274In Sec. III, we show that our results can be consistently
275explained by assuming a mechanism that is related to an
276imperfect nesting of the FS and the occurrence of the SDW.
277As we show below, this produces a power law increase of
278n(T) as T is increased, an effect that is combined with a rea-
279sonable assumption for the scattering rate of the carriers
280makes it possible to reproduce the behavior of q(T), the evo-
281lution of the minimum as the magnetic field is varied and the
282positive magnetoresistance.

283III. MODEL

284In this section, we give a qualitative description of the
285SDW state in a system with no perfect nesting of the FS.29,30

286The following discussion aims to give a simple picture of the
287effect of partial nesting of the FS and is not based on the par-
288ticular electronic structure of Cr. The model includes an
289electron and a hole bands described by the following
290Hamiltonian: H ¼ H0 þ H0, where

H0 ¼
X
k;r

ðe1;kc†
1;krc1;kr þ e2;kc†

2;krc2;krÞ;

291292

293with e1;k ¼ �De þ �h2ðk2
x=2me

x þ k2
y=2me

y þ k2
z =2me

zÞ and e2;k

294¼ Dh � �h2ðk2
x=2mh

x þ k2
y=2mh

y þ ðkz � QÞ2=2mh
z Þ. Energies

295are measured from the Fermi energy (EF¼ 0). The SDW
296breaks the translational symmetry mixing the two bands, and
297thus, at the mean field level, the Hamiltonian H0 is given by
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FIG. 5. (a) Hall coefficient as a

function of temperature for different

applied magnetic fields H. (b) Ratio

r¼R(T)/RH(T) for different applied

magnetic fields. For both panels the

label near each curve denotes H in

Tesla.
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H0 ¼ D
X
k;r

rðc†
1;krc2;kþQr þ h:c:Þ;

298299

300 where D is the SDW order parameter of wave vector Q and
301 is given by the solution of the following equation:

1 ¼ � V

ð2pÞ3
ðkmax

0

f ðEþk Þ � f ðE�k Þ
Eþk � E�k

dk3;

302303

304 where V is an effective interaction, kmax a momentum cutoff,
305 f(E) is the Fermi function, and

E6
k ¼

e1;k þ e2;kþQ

2
6

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e1;k � e2;kþQ

2

� �2

þ D2

s
:

306307

308 In order to minimize the number of independent parame-
309 ters of the model, we take

e1;k ¼ �Dþ �h2

2m�
ðð1þ cÞk2

x þ ð1� cÞk2
y þ kz

2Þ;

e2;kþQ ¼ D� �h2

2m�
ðð1� cÞk2

x þ ð1þ cÞk2
y þ kz

2Þ;
(1)

310311

312 where c measures the lack of nesting of the electron and hole
313 Fermi surfaces. Fig. 6 shows a schematic representation of
314 the band structure and the behavior of the SDW order param-
315 eter in the (T, c) plane. Fig. 7 shows the density of states

316(DS) for different values of the nesting parameter c. For sim-
317plicity, we have chosen to preserve the electron-hole symme-
318try, an extension to a more general case is straightforward.
319This simple model, which captures the essential aspects
320of the conventional SDW theory, illustrates what are the
321main consequences of the lack of nesting (c): (i) for suffi-
322ciently large c, the DOS develops a pseudogap rather than a
323real gap, and (ii) at low temperatures, the mean field order
324parameter D shows a power law temperature dependence
325rather than an exponential one. The structure of the DS
326shown in the Fig. 7, with the characteristic van Hove singu-
327larities and a gap that closes as the nesting is reduced, is a
328general result that depends only on the nesting properties of
329the FS and not on the details of the electronic structure. In
330Cr, the two pieces of the Fermi surface have different vol-
331umes as schematically shown in Fig. 6(d), and the DOS for a
332given D shows a pseudogap with the Fermi energy shifted
333from the minimum.
334In summary, in Cr single crystal and in Cr films, the
335Fermi energy in the SDW phase lies in a pseudogap with
336small electron and hole pockets. First principles band struc-
337ture calculations in the SDW phase of Cr show the occur-
338rence of the pseudogap.31,32 The total number of electrons in
339the conduction band is given by

ncðTÞ ¼
1

ð2pÞ3
ðkmax

0

f ðEþk Þdk3 ¼
ð

DcðeÞf ðeÞde; (2)

340341

342where Dc(E) is the density of states of the conduction band.
343The low temperature behaviour of the carrier density changes
344from exponential for the semiconducting case to a power-law
345behaviour, nðTÞ ’ n0ð1þ BT2Þ, for the gapless situation.
346This temperature dependence of the carrier density is central
347to the behaviour of the resistivity. To show this, let us first
348consider the simplest description: using the Drude formula
349for the conductivity we get rcðTÞ ¼ ncðTÞe2sðTÞ=m� for the
350contribution of the conduction band, a similar expression
351gives the contribution of the valence band. The temperature
352dependence of the relaxation (scattering) time is due to the
353electron-phonon interaction, which in simple metals gives
3541=sðTÞ ¼ 1=s0 þ kTm with m¼ 5. However, in transition
355metals, the exponent m changes due to interband transitions
356or due to the presence of disorder33 and in what follows we
357take the value m¼ 3 that is often observed in these materials.
358Combining these temperature dependent quantities, the resis-
359tivity can be written as
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FIG. 6. Schematic representation of (a)

the band structure and (b) the Fermi

surface for electron and hole bands (as

given in Eq. (1)) projected on the

kz¼ 0 plane resulting from an imper-

fect nesting. (c) D as function of

temperature T and imperfect nesting

coefficient c. (d) Fermi surface for

electron and hole bands with different

volumes in reciprocal space as in the

case of Cr metal

FIG. 7. Density of states arising from the model with (a) c¼ 0, (b) c¼ 0.02,

and (c) c¼ 0.04 showing a finite value at the Fermi level for imperfect-

enough nesting.
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qðTÞ ¼ q0

ð1þ AT3Þ
ð1þ BT2Þ : (3)

360361

362 In the above equation, the constant A¼ s0k measures the
363 ratio of the electron-phonon and the impurity contributions
364 to the resistivity. The largest the residual resistivity the
365 smaller the value of A. The parameter B can be estimated
366 using the Sommerfeld expansion to evaluate the integral of
367 Eq. (2) with an approximate DOS of the form (see Fig. 7)
368 DcðeÞ ¼ c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e0 þ e
p

giving B ¼ p2k2
B=8e2

0. For a very rough
369 estimation, taking e0 of the order of D, which in turn is of the
370 order of the critical temperature TN, we finally get a value
371 for B � 10�5 K�2, which is in good agreement with the val-
372 ues used to fit the experimental curves (see below).
373 To be more precise, we calculate the conductivity using
374 Kubo formula. For the conduction band we have

rðcÞxx ¼
e2

ð2pÞ3
ðkmax

0

� @f ðEþk Þ
@Eþk

 !
ðvþx ðkÞÞ

2sðkÞdk3;

375376

377 where vþx ðkÞ ¼ ð1=�hÞ@Eþk =@kx. Summing the contributions
378 from the conduction and valence bands and assuming a
379 k-independent relaxation time s� s(k), we numerically eval-
380 uate the integrals obtaining, as expected, a low temperature
381 dependence of the form Csð1þ ~BT2Þ with a new coefficients
382 ~B and C. This is shown in Fig. 8. The values of ~B are similar
383 to the ones obtained in the calculation of the carrier density.
384 In Figs. 2 and 9AQ3 we show the fits of the resistivity data
385 with Eq. (3). A very good agreement with the model predic-
386 tion can be observed.

387 IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

388 The above discussion suggests that in the case of imper-
389 fect nesting of the FS, the low temperature resistivity of the
390 SDW phase is given by qðTÞ=q0 ¼ ð1þ AT3Þ=ð1þ BT2Þ.
391 Here the numerator comes from the temperature dependence
392 of the relaxation time s characteristic of transition metals
393 and the coefficient A decreases as the residual resistivity
394 increases. The denominator is due to the temperature change
395 of the carrier density, and the coefficient B is determined by
396 the nesting properties of the FS. The magnitude of A is of the
397 order of that used in Ref. 21, while a rough estimation of B
398 is in good agreement with values used in the fittings of the
399 experimental curves.
400 An important point concerns the variation of the fitting
401 parameters with the film thickness. As the thickness
402 decreases, we expect the residual resistivity to increases due
403 to the relative importance of the structural defects induced
404 by the film-substrate mismatch (see inset of Fig. 1). This
405 increase should be reflected in a decrease of the parameter A.
406 At the same time, except for very thin films where the stress
407 can affect the electronic structure and consequently the
408 SDW structure, we expect the number of carriers and its tem-
409 perature dependence (the parameter B) to be thickness inde-
410 pendent. This is precisely what is observed in a wide range
411 of thicknesses (see inset of Fig. 2). Only for the thinner films
412 (L � 50 nm), we observe small variations in the parameter B.

413Concerning the magnetic field effect on the transport
414properties, we observe a small anomalous positive magneto-
415resistance following a H2 behaviour for temperatures above
416and below Tmin. The temperature of the minimum Tmin is
417weakly dependent on H although the amplitude of the mini-
418mum Dq is reduced but not suppressed by fields up to 16 T.
419The effect of external magnetic fields on the SDW structure,
420and consequently on the particular features of the magneto-
421transport properties, is controlled by the details of the
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FIG. 8. Conductivity divided by relaxation time as a function of temperature

calculated from the model using Kubo formula.

FIG. 9. Resistance for the 10 nm thick film as a function of temperature

showing the variation of the minimum as the magnetic field is increased.

The lines are fits with Eq. (3).
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422 electronic structure of the system, details that are far beyond
423 the scope for the simple model presented in Sec. III. Here, the
424 important aspect to be considered is that all these effects are
425 small and the observed low temperature magnetoresistance is
426 positive.
427 In summary, we have shown that the minimum of the re-
428 sistivity in thin Cr films is consistent with a simple picture
429 that considers an imperfect nesting in the FS producing a
430 gapless state. The consequent temperature dependence of the
431 effective number of carriers in combination with a reasona-
432 ble proposition for the relaxation time allows to account for
433 the experimental results quite satisfactorily. We believe that
434 our model is advantageous in the sense that it does not
435 depend on a particular kind of impurity (magnetic, non-
436 magnetic, with bond-states at the Fermi level, defects, vacan-
437 cies), and thus, it can be useful to understand the low temper-
438 ature behaviour of the resistivity of a great variety of
439 systems containing spin or charge density waves.
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